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The protagonist of the exhibition is a zombie – television as a living corpse. It is difficult to 
determine the exact moment of television’s death; it was rather a long agony consisting of 
unobtrusive, almost unnoticeable convulsions. It is easier to identify the perpetrators: the 
internet and the progress of communication technologies. 
 
In the twentieth century, numerous coups began with an assault on a local television tower. 
Whoever controlled the television controlled the reality. The dictatorship of Ceauşescu, ‘the 
Genius of the Carpathians’, came to an end when rebels took control of the National 
Television Tower in Bucharest. The capture and defence of the TV tower in Vilnius led to the 
collapse of the Soviet regime in Lithuania. The 1991 coup d’état in the USSR ended in a 
fiasco when coupists failed to take the Ostankino Tower in Moscow out of Borys Yeltsin’s 
hands. 
The second half of the twentieth century was the time of global television hypnosis. 
Authoritarian authorities hypnotised viewers with their centralized, single-channel 
propaganda programmes. The dispersed power of capital did the same thing using its 
colourful, advertising, multichannel version of propaganda. Surprisingly, the paths of liberal 
capitalism and political authoritarianism, elsewhere divergent, met on the road to a television 
studio. Medium is the message. 
We have woken up from the television dream. Can we better see the world that is no longer 
obscured by the glass screen? Well, not necessarily; there are other screens, but that is 
another story. Meanwhile, television continues to broadcast its materials, but it is already a 
voice from the media grave – symptoms of life after life. 
The exhibition entitled ‘Zombie TV’ is conceived as a sketch for an epitaph for television, its 
multichannel, fragmentary mausoleum. It consists of works by artists, who, at various stages 
of the history of television, entered into a dialogue and debate with this medium, intervened 
in its matter and even attempted to take it over in a subversive manner. We show projects 
whose authors did not agree to be passive television viewers or collaborators, but used 
various means to – successfully – establish their individual control over programmes 
addressed to a community. 
We have inherited CRT receivers – large, heavy, bulky and desperately analogue devices. 
From the time of Nam June Paik, artists have not been indifferent to the material charm that 
these objects have nevertheless retained. It is CRT receivers that are the basic medium of 
the exhibition in a technical sense. A CRT receiver, a relic of outdated technology, is also a 
zombie, just like television itself. 
A living corpse, like any ghost, is a terrible figure. When alive, television was also ominous 
as a tool for mind control. We are opening the exhibition on the eve of 13 December . The 
1980s in Poland are an important spatial and temporal reference point of ‘Zombie TV’. That 
time – the epoch and the place where television was most closely and most clearly 



associated with totalitarian control – returns in the works by Józef Robakowski and Igor 
Krenz, among other artists. They recall the compromising political history of this medium – 
the lesson from the history remains valid today. Despite the apparent disproportion of forces, 
art proves to be an effective tool of resistance against a powerful stream of persuasive 
broadcasting. 
Art can also be a virus infecting TV tissue, as is the case in the works by Sędzia Główny, 
Virgins Deluxe Edition and Kuba Bąkowski. 
A zombie is a scary, yet fascinating figure. It is no coincidence that horror stories featuring 
the living dead are so popular. It is likewise with television. In the deeper layers of this 
medium, beneath the surface of manipulative, propaganda, advertising or simply stultifying 
messages, there are less obvious beings – cosmic rays, electromagnetic abstractions, 
ghosts and afterimages are reflected in television noise. Television also has its spiritual 
dimension and is a medium in a literal sense. This issue is touched upon by artists such as 
Natalia Osuch & Dominik Rudasz. Furthermore, the work by the WROcenter Group refers to 
the climax in both the history of television and the permanently expanding modern civilization 
– the moment when humanity really transcended its world and experienced this event by 
watching a live broadcast of a human landing on the moon. 
The prologue and at the same time the epilogue of the exhibition is the installation by Michał 
Frydrych, perversely alluding to the absence of television. Where did it go? If it is dead and 
absent, it is probably burning in hell! 
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